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ABSTRACT

Context. The Sardinia Radio Telescope (SRT) is the new 64 m dish operated by the Italian National Institute for Astrophysics (INAF).
Its active surface, comprised of 1008 separate aluminium panels supported by electromechanical actuators, will allow us to observe at
frequencies of up to 116 GHz. At the moment, three receivers, one per focal position, have been installed and tested: a 7-beamK-band
receiver, a mono-feedC-band receiver, and a coaxial dual-feedL/ P band receiver. The SRT was o! cially opened in September 2013,
upon completion of its technical commissioning phase. In this paper, we provide an overview of the main science drivers for the SRT,
describe the main outcomes from the scientiÞc commissioning of the telescope, and discuss a set of observations demonstrating the
scientiÞc capabilities of the SRT.
Aims. The scientiÞc commissioning phase, carried out in the 2012Ð2015 period, proceeded in stages following the implementation
and/or Þne-tuning of advanced subsystems such as the active surface, the derotator, new releases of the acquisition software, etc. One
of the main objectives of scientiÞc commissioning was the identiÞcation of deÞciencies in the instrumentation and/or in the telescope
subsystems for further optimization. As a result, the overall telescope performance has been signiÞcantly improved.
Methods. As part of the scientiÞc commissioning activities, di" erent observing modes were tested and validated, and the Þrst as-
tronomical observations were carried out to demonstrate the science capabilities of the SRT. In addition, we developed astronomer-
oriented software tools to support future observers on site. In the following, we refer to the overall scientiÞc commissioning and
software development activities as astronomical validation.
Results. The astronomical validation activities were prioritized based on technical readiness and scientiÞc impact. The highest priority
was to make the SRT available for joint observations as part of European networks. As a result, the SRT started to participate (in
shared-risk mode) in European VLBI Network (EVN) and Large European Array for Pulsars (LEAP) observing sessions in early
2014. The validation of single-dish operations for the suite of SRT Þrst light receivers and backends continued in the following year,
and was concluded with the Þrst call for shared-risk early-science observations issued at the end of 2015. As discussed in the paper,
the SRT capabilities were tested (and optimized when possible) for several di" erent observing modes: imaging, spectroscopy, pulsar
timing, and transients.

Key words. telescopes Ð methods: observational Ð radio continuum: general Ð radio lines: general

1. Introduction

The Sardinia Radio Telescope1 (SRT) is a new, general purpose,
fully steerable 64 m diameter parabolic radio telescope that is
capable of operating with high e! ciency in the 0.3Ð116 GHz
frequency range. The instrument is the result of a scientiÞc and
technical collaboration among three research units of the Italian
National Institute for Astrophysics (INAF): the Institute of Ra-
dio Astronomy (IRA), the Cagliari Astronomical Observatory
(OAC), and the Arcetri Astrophysical Observatory (OAA). The
main funding agencies are the Italian Ministry of Education and
ScientiÞc Research (MIUR), the Sardinia Regional Government
(RAS), the Italian Space Agency (ASI), and INAF itself. The

1 www.srt.inaf.it

SRT is designed to be used for astronomy, geodesy, and space
science, both as a single dish and as part of European and inter-
national networks. The SRT will operate as an international fa-
cility, with regular worldwide distributed calls for proposal2, and
no a priori limitation based on the a! liation of the proposers. A
large amount of the observing time (on the order of 80%) will be
devoted to radio astronomy applications, while 20% of the time
will be allocated to activities of interest to the ASI.

The SRT is located in the plain of Pranu Sanguni (Lat.
39" 29#34##N Ð Long. 9" 14#4##E) at an altitude of 600 m a.s.l.,
35 km north of Cagliari (IT), in the municipality of San
Basilio. The manufacturing and the on-site assembly of its

2 Details about the time allocation procedures and policy will be re-
leased at a suitable time before the beginning of each observing term.
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mechanical parts were commissioned in 2003 and completed
in mid-2012. The antenna o! cially opened on September 30,
2013, upon completion of the technical commissioning phase
(seeBolli et al. 2015). ScientiÞc commissioning of the SRT was
carried out in the 2012Ð2015 period.

The SRT started its scientiÞc operations in 2013, when a tar-
get of opportunity (ToO) program was o" ered to the commu-
nity on a best-e" ort basis. After the Þrst successful Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) data correlation, which was ob-
tained between the SRT and Medicina stations in January 2014,
the SRT has regularly participated in European VLBI Network
(EVN) test observations (Migoni et al. 2014), and since 2015,
the SRT has been o" ered as an additional EVN station in shared-
risk mode. In addition, we have successfully implemented the
Large European Array for Pulsars (LEAP) project at the SRT,
having installed all of the hardware and software necessary for
the project (Perrodin et al.2014). Since early 2014, the SRT has
participated, together with four other European radio telescopes,
in monthly LEAP runs for which data acquisition is now fully
automated. At the end of 2015, the Þrst call for single-dish (early
science) projects with the SRT was issued and the early science
observations started on February 1, 2016.

The aim of this paper is to provide a general overview of
the science applications planned for the SRT and to report on the
scientiÞc commissioning of the Þrst-light receivers and backends
of the SRT. The SRT scientiÞc commissioning was carried out in
steps from basic on-sky tests aimed at verifying the general per-
formance and/or the limits of the telescope and the acquisition
systems to more complex acquisitions aimed at assessing the ac-
tual SRT capabilities for typical scientiÞc observations. Exam-
ples of the former are the veriÞcation of the backend linearity
range; the veriÞcation of the pointing accuracy and maximum
exploitable speed; the measurement of the confusion noise; and
an accurate characterization of the beam side lobes. Examples
of the latter are continuum and/or spectroscopic acquisitions, in-
cluding mapping of extended sources, pulsar timing, etc. As part
of the scientiÞc commissioning activities, several ad hoc soft-
ware tools were also developed and implemented at the SRT site
to provide support for observers. In the following, we refer to
the overall scientiÞc commissioning and software development
activities as astronomical validation (AV). This paper summa-
rizes the various aspects of the AV activities and provides a ref-
erence for the SRT scientiÞc performance with the suite of Þrst-
light receivers and backends with particular focus on single-dish
operations. We refer toPrandoni et al.(2014) for a more de-
tailed discussion of the use of the SRT in the context of VLBI
networks.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2, we give a brief
description of the SRT and its current instrumentation, while in
Sect.3, we illustrate the available suite of on-site software tools,
which were developed as part of the AV to support SRT obser-
vations, data reduction, and analysis. An overview of the scien-
tiÞc areas where the SRT can play an important role is given
in Sect.4. We then illustrate the main results obtained as part
of the scientiÞc commissioning of the SRT. The AV activities
ranged from on-sky tests aimed at testing basic SRT performance
(Sects.5 and6) to more advanced observations aimed at high-
lighting the SRT scientiÞc capabilities for a range of applica-
tions: imaging (Sect.7), spectroscopy (Sect.8), and pulsar ob-
servations (Sect.9). We conclude by reporting on the Þrst results
obtained with the SRT as part of the LEAP network (Sect.10)
and for observations of transients as part of the ToO program
(Sect.11). A brief summary is provided in Sect.12.

Table 1.SRT technical speciÞcations.

Parameter Value or range
Elevation range 5" $90"

Azimuth range ±270"

Azimuth slewing speed 51" /min
Elevation slewing speed 30" /min
Surface accuracy  305µm
Pointing accuracyà 2/ 13 arcsec

Notes. (  ) Spec at 45" Elevation. (à) Specs at 22 GHz for preci-
sion/normal conditions with/without metrology implemented.

Throughout this paper, we generally adopt the Perley
& Butler 2013 ßux calibration scale. When speciÞed, the
Baars et al.(1977) scale is used instead. We notice that the mea-
sured systematic di" erences between the two ßux scales (<%5%
for the observed calibrators at the relevant frequencies; see Table
13 of Perley & Butler2013) do not have any signiÞcant impact
on the reported results of the scientiÞc commissioning.

2. The SRT in a nutshell

A full description of the SRT telescope is beyond the scope of
the present paper. Here we only highlight its main character-
istics, and we refer to the SRT technical commissioning paper
(Bolli et al. 2015) for more details.

The SRT has a shaped Gregorian optical conÞguration with
a 7.9 m diameter secondary mirror and supplementary beam-
wave-guide (BWG) mirrors. We currently have four focal po-
sitions (primary, Gregorian, and two BWGs3) that allow us
to allocate up to 20 receivers that can be controlled remotely
(Buttu et al.2012). In its Þrst light conÞguration, the SRT is
equipped with three receivers, one per focal position: a 7-beam
K-band (18Ð26 GHz) receiver (Gregorian focus); a mono-feed
C-band receiver, centered at the 6.7 GHz methanol line (BWG
focal position); and a coaxial dual-feedL/ P band receiver, with
central frequencies of 350 MHz and 1.55 GHz, respectively (pri-
mary focus). Additional receivers are currently under develop-
ment: a mono-feed covering the lower frequency part of the
C band (%5 GHz), and two multifeed receivers of 7 and 19 beams
operating atS andQ bands (i.e., at 3 and 43 GHz) respectively.

One of the most advanced technical features of the SRT is
its active surface. The primary mirror is composed of 1008 pan-
els, which are supported by electromechanical actuators that are
digitally controlled to compensate for deformations. Table1 re-
ports the main technical speciÞcations of the telescope. The sur-
face accuracy reported in Table1 refers to the photogramme-
try panel alignment, which is the current implementation of the
active surface at the SRT. Photogrammetry measurement cam-
paigns allowed the production of a look-up table (LUT), which is
used to correct for gravity deformations. The LUT provides the
translation and rotation corrections to be applied as a function
of elevation. This accuracy is appropriate for obtaining a high-
e! ciency performance for operating frequencies up to<%50 GHz,
and is therefore fully suitable for the receiver suite that is cur-
rently available. Advanced metrology techniques will be needed
to correct for thermal and wind pressure deformations and to ob-
tain a high e! ciency performance up to the maximum frequency

3 In the future, two more BWG focal positions will be implemented
for space science applications.
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Table 2.Reference values for relevant parameters of the SRT Þrst-light receivers.

Receiver RF band BWmax TRx Tsys
  G HPBWà Focal position & focal ratio (f / D)

(GHz) (MHz) (K) (K) (K/Jy) (arcmin)
L/ P-band 0.305Ð0.41 (P) 105 20 52 0.53 55 Primary:f / D = 0.33

1.3Ð1.8 (L) 500 11 20 0.52 12.5
C-band 5.7Ð7.7 2000 7.7 29 0.60 2.8 BWG:f / D = 1.37
K-band 18Ð26.5 2000 22 75Ð80 0.65 0.82 Gregorian:f / D = 2.35

Notes.(  ) System temperature measured at 45" elevation. (à) Indicative value at the central frequency of theRF band.

for which the SRT is designed to operate (116 GHz). The ac-
tive surface can also be used to reshape the primary mirror from
a shaped conÞguration to a parabolic proÞle, which is recom-
mended for increasing the Þeld of view and the e! ciency when
using the receivers positioned at the primary focus (Bolli et al.
2014). Table2 summarizes the main parameters of the three Þrst-
light receivers as follows: the radio frequency band covered by
the receiver (RF band); the maximum instantaneous bandwidth
(BWmax); the receiver temperature (TRx); the system temperature
(Tsys); the gain (G); the beam width at half power (HPBW) of the
main lobe of the telescope beam4; and the focal position (pri-
mary, Gregorian, and BWG) at which the receiver is mounted,
together with its focal ratio (f / D, wheref is the focal length and
D is the telescope diameter). We note that on-sky measurements
were performed in shaped Gregorian optical conÞguration, ex-
cept for theL/ P band where the primary mirror was reconÞg-
ured to a parabolic proÞle. TheK-bandTsys range reported in
Table2 reßects a number of measurements in di" erent 2 GHz
sub-bands, at various atmospheric opacity values in the range
! %0.04Ð0.06. In addition, the listed gain values should be con-
sidered as indicative; for theK band, we report an average value
in the elevation range of 50" $80" and for theP band, only an
expected value is given, as measurements were severely a" ected
by radio frequency interference (RFI). For constantly updated
values, we refer to the SRT website.

The currently available suite of backends at the SRT is listed
below (for more details, we refer toMelis et al.2014c):

Total Power (TP): 14 voltage-to-frequency converters digitize
the detected signals. Intermediate frequency (IF) inputs can
be selected from three focal points. The system can be ad-
justed to select di" erent instantaneous bandwidths (up to a
maximum of 2 GHz) and to modify the attenuation level.

XARCOS: narrowband spectropolarimeter with 16 input chan-
nels. The nominal working band is 125Ð250 MHz. The band
that is actually exploitable is 140Ð220 MHz. The number
of channels provided for each double-polarization feed is
2048& 4 (full Stokes). The instantaneous bandwidth ranges
between 0.488 and 62.5 MHz. This means that the achiev-
able maximum spectral resolution is%238 Hz. Up to four
tunable sub-bands can be simultaneously employed in con-
junction with either the mono-feed operating atC band or the
central feed of theK-band receiver. In the latter case, only
two sub-bands can be simultaneously set when performing
observations in nodding mode (seeMelis et al. 2015 for
more details).

4 The HPBW (in arcmin) roughly scales ask/" , where k is aRF-band
dependent constant and" is the frequency (in GHz):k = 19.590 for
P band;k = 19.373 for L band; 18.937 forC band;k = 18.264 for
K band.

Digital Base Band Converter (DBBC): digital platform based
on a ßexible architecture, composed of four analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) boards that are 1 GHz bandwidth each,
and four Xilinx Þeld-programable gate array (FPGA) boards
for data processing. The DBBC platform is designed mainly
for VLBI experiments. However, a di" erent Þrmware allow-
ing wide-band spectrometry was developed for di" erent pur-
poses, such as the monitoring of RFI (see Sect.3).

Digital Filter Bank Mark 3 (DFB3): FX correlator developed
by the Australia Telescope National Facility (Hampson &
Brown 20085), allowing full-Stokes observations. It has four
inputs with a 1024 MHz maximum bandwidth each and 8-bit
sampling for a high dynamic range. The DFB3 is suitable for
precise pulsar timing and searching, spectral line, and con-
tinuum observations with a high time resolution. It allows up
to 8192 spectral channels to counter the e" ects of interstel-
lar dispersion when operated in pulsar mode and for power
spectrum measurements in spectrometer mode.

ROACH: digital board developed by CASPER6. The center-
piece of the board is a Xilink Virtex 5 FPGA. It is currently
conÞgured with a personality that provides 32 complex chan-
nels of 16 MHz each (for a total bandwidth of 512 MHz).
This backend is adopted for pulsar observations in the con-
text of LEAP.

SARDARA7: wide-band multifeed digital backend exploitable
for both continuum studies and as a full-Stokes spectrome-
ter. The FPGA-based ROACH2 boards are used as the main
processing cores, together with an infrastructure including
GPU-based nodes, a 10 Gb Ethernet SFP+ (small form-
factor plugable) switch and a powerful storage computer
(Melis et al. 2017). A preliminary version of SARDARA,
only suitable for single-feed double-polarization receivers,
is already available at the telescope. The multi-feed capabil-
ity is currently under development (see the SRT website for
updates on supported conÞgurations).

Both TP and XARCOS are designed to exploit the multi-feed
receiver operating atK band (7 feeds& 2 polarizations, i.e., 14
output channels), but can also be used for observations atC band.
The current local oscillator setup does not allow us to use XAR-
COS atP and L bands. The use of the TP backend, although
in principle allowed, is not recommended atP and L bands
due to severe RFI pollution, which limits its performance (the
RFI environment at the SRT site is discussed extensively in

5 http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/pulsar/observing/DFB.pdf
6 Collaboration for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics
Research.
7 Acronym for SArdinia Roach2-based Digital Architecture for Radio
Astronomy.
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Bolli et al. 2015). In this paper, we therefore focus onC- and
K-band observations with the TP and XARCOS backends.

For lower frequency observations, we rely on the DFB3
and ROACH backends, which are mainly used for pulsar sci-
ence applications. The use of the DBBC in the context of VLBI
networks is illustrated inPrandoni et al.(2014) and is not dis-
cussed here. For the scientiÞc demonstration of SARDARA
(both for continuum and polarization observations), we refer to
Murgia et al.(2016) andMelis et al.(2017).

The telescope is managed by means of a dedicated control
system calledNuraghe(Orlati et al.2012), which was developed
within the DISCOS project (Orlati et al.2015) and provides all
of the INAF radio telescopes with an almost identical common
control system. The telescope managerNuragheis a distributed
system that was developed using the ALMA Common Software
(ACS) framework. It handles all of the operations of the tele-
scope, taking care of the major and minor servo motions, the
front-end setup, and the data acquisition performed with the inte-
grated backends Ð at present, the TP and XARCOS Ð and produc-
ing standard FITS output Þles. Additional backends can be used
in semi-integrated or external modes. The control system also
reads the LUT and commands the electromechanical actuators to
correct for both the optical misalignments and the primary mir-
ror deformations due to gravitational e" ects. The user interface
allows real-time monitoring of all the telescope devices. Auto-
matic procedures let the user easily carry out essential operations
such as focusing, pointing calibration, or skydip scanning. All
standard observing modes are supported, such as sidereal track-
ing, on-o" position switching8, on-the-ßy (OTF) cross-scans9,
raster scans10, and OTF mapping11 in the equatorial, galactic,
and horizontal coordinate frames. For details and instructions,
we refer to the o! cial documentation, which is available at the
DISCOS project website12.

3. The SRT as an astronomical observatory

As part of the observatory activities, a list of sources has been
monitored at the SRT since the beginning of the AV activities.
These observations are aimed at producing a list of validated ßux
and pointing calibrators for the SRT and verifying the pointing
model accuracy on a regular basis. A list of validated calibra-
tors for C- and K-band observations with the SRT is available
in Ricci et al. (2016). Updates will be advertised on the SRT
website.

The AV included a preparatory phase that was carried
out during technical commissioning of the telescope. Several

8 On-O" position switching is an observing mode typically used for
spectroscopic observations. It corresponds to alternate on-source/o" -
source pointing sequences. The o" -source spectrum is used to remove
atmospheric and system noise, and to bandpass calibrate the on-source
spectrum.
9 On-the-Fly cross-scans (or simply cross-scans) are fast acquisitions
carried out along two orthogonal directions, usually coinciding with the
axes of a celestial coordinate frame. They are mainly employed to ob-
serve point-like sources, in order to ultimately measure their ßux den-
sity and position. Cross-scans allow an accurate estimate of the source
peak position, in turn permitting us to correct for pointing errors (local
residuals with respect to the pointing model).
10 Raster scans are sequences of pointed acquisitions organized in grids,
mainly used to sample discrete portions of extended targets according
to a pre-deÞned geometry.
11 OTF mapping is an observing mode exploiting fast OTF scans across
a given area. Scans are properly weaved and interspaced, in order to
achieve the requested sampling in the Þnal map.
12 http://discos.readthedocs.org

external software tools were developed to assist the prepara-
tion, execution, and monitoring of the observations along with
the data inspection and reduction. Some of these tools were
made publicly available online, like the exposure time calcula-
tor (ETC) and the source visibility calculator (CASTIA). Other
tools are available to observers on site or are meant to support the
observatory personnel. Below we give a brief description of the
main tools developed. For details and updates on the released
versions of these tools, we refer to the SRT website. We note
that these tools were all extensively tested and used for the AV
activities (observations, data reduction, and analysis). Whenever
relevant, their performance and capabilities are further discussed
in more detail in the following sections.

3.1. Preparing the observations

ETC: this tool provides an estimate of the exposure time needed
to reach a given sensitivity (or vice versa) under a set of as-
sumptions on the telescope setup and the observing condi-
tions. In its current version, it includes both the SRT and
Medicina telescopes (Noto will be added in the near fu-
ture). Details and instructions are provided in a dedicated
user manual (Zanichelli et al.2015).

CASTIA13: this software package provides radio source visi-
bility information at user-selected dates for any of the three
INAF radio telescope sites (SRT, Medicina, and Noto) and
for a collection of more than 30 international radio facilities.
The tool produces plots showing the visibility (and the eleva-
tion) of radio sources versus time, highlighting the rise, tran-
sit, and set times. Warnings are provided when the azimuth
rate is beyond the recommended limit and when superposi-
tion with the Sun and/or the Moon occurs. For a detailed de-
scription of the tool and of its usage, we refer toVacca et al.
(2013).

Meteo Forecasting: this tool uses a numerical weather pre-
diction model on timescales of 36 h to allow for dy-
namic scheduling (for more details, seeNasir et al.2013;
Bu" a et al.2016).

ScheduleCreator: this tool produces properly formatted sched-
ules forNuraghe, the telescope control software, for all avail-
able observing modes (sidereal tracking, on-o" , OTF cross-
scans, raster scans, and mapping in the equatorial, galactic,
and horizontal coordinate frames). The target list and infor-
mation on both the system setup and the execution of the ob-
servations are given as input parameters. Details and instruc-
tions are provided in a dedicated user manual (Bartolini et al.
2013; Bartolini & Righini 2016).

3.2. Executing and monitoring the observations

As discussed in Sect.2, the antenna control softwareNuraghe
allows the user to execute continuum and spectroscopy obser-
vations with the fully integrated backends (TP and XARCOS)
and monitor all of the di" erent telescope subsystems (antenna
mount, active surface, front ends, etc.). As part of the AV, an
additional dedicated control software has been developed for
managing pulsar observations: the SRT ExpAnded Data Acqui-
sition System (SEADAS). In addition, a number of other soft-
ware tools have been developed to assist the observers in data
quality monitoring during the observations. Brief descriptions of
SEADAS and the other monitoring tools are provided below.

13 CASTIA means ÒlookÓ in Sardinian.
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SEADAS: this tool communicates directly withNuraghefor the
purpose of antenna conÞguration and pointing, while also in-
teracting with speciÞcally designed software tools running
on the backendÕs server for the purpose of setting up and co-
ordinating the data acquisition. Particular attention has been
given to the schedule tool, which allows the user to easily
read and edit the schedules, and to the organization of the
graphic interface, which permits straightforward monitoring
of the whole observing session. The SEADAS tool has been
designed to allow data acquisition with multiple backends
in parallel. The DFB3 is the Þrst backend and to date the
only one, whose control is fully integrated in SEADAS. The
integration of the ROACH backend is currently under devel-
opment and will be e" ective in the near future. On a longer
timescale, all present (and future) backends for pulsar obser-
vations will be integrated in SEADAS. The documentation
for preparing and running a pulsar observing session with
SEADAS is maintained on the SRT website, while for a full
description of SEADAS, we refer toCorongiu(2014).

FITS Quick Look: this IDL program can handle the quasi real-
time display of both mono-feed and multi-feed data. The
present release displays the content of FITS Þles acquired
using the TP backend only (spectrometry FITS will be added
in the near future). Data streams can be shown as raw counts
or antenna temperature versus time or celestial coordinates.

RFI Monitoring: piggyback system that uses the DBBC during
observations with other backends. The infrastructure consists
essentially of a wide-band fast Fourier transform (FFT) spec-
trometer operating on a copy of the radioastronomical signal,
and a Linux-based PC containing an RFI detection pipeline
(Melis et al.2014a,b).

3.3. Data reduction tools

RFI Flagger: a tool developed to create ßag masks of spectro-
scopic data (e.g., from SARDARA), based on frequency- and
time-domain algorithms (Ricci et al., in prep.).

Output Þle converters: tools that allow the conversion of the
SRT Fitzilla output Þles to other FITS formats (e.g., SD-
FITS and the input FITS format for the Gildas data reduc-
tion package; Trois et al., in prep.).

Cross Scans: data reduction software for the integration and
calibration of continuum cross-scans acquired on point-like
sources.

SRT single-dish imager (SDI): data reduction software package
customized for the SRT and the Medicina antennas, which
can be used to produce images from OTF scans obtained with
either mono- or multi-feed receivers. Its main features are:
1) real-time imaging, through automatic baseline subtraction
and RFI ßagging; 2) state-of-the-art calibration procedures
and data handling tools for further ßagging of the data; and 3)
standard DS9 FITS output for image inspection and analysis
(Pellizzoni et al., in prep.).

Single-dish spectro-polarimetry software (SCUBE): propri-
etary data reduction software optimized for single-dish
spectro-polarimetry data (Murgia et al.2016). This tool can
manage data obtained with the TP backend as well as data
obtained with digital backends (e.g., XARCOS and SAR-
DARA), both in total intensity and polarization modes. The
SCUBE tool is composed of a series of routines (written
in the C++ language) that perform all calculation steps
needed to pass from a raw dataset to a Þnal calibrated
image. The output FITS Þles and tables can be analyzed

and displayed with the standard FITSViewer programs and
graphics packages.

4. Key science with the SRT

The SRT is a general purpose facility that was designed for as-
tronomy, geodesy, and space science applications. Thanks to its
large aperture and versatility (multifrequency agility and wide
frequency coverage), we expect to make use of the SRT for a
wide range of scientiÞc topics for many years to come. Here we
highlight some areas where we believe the SRT can play a major
role in the next future, both as part of observing networks and as
a single dish. We note that operations in the framework of inter-
national VLBI and pulsar timing networks are top priorities for
the SRT.

4.1. VLBI science

The SRT is one of the most sensitive EVN stations, together
with E" elsberg and Jodrell Bank. Its large aperture is also of ex-
treme importance for Space VLBI observations with RadioAs-
tron. Thanks to its active surface, the SRT can also constitute
a sensitive element of the mm-VLBI network operating in the
7- and 3-mm bands. At these frequencies, substantial improve-
ments in collecting area and coverage of the sky Fourier trans-
form plane are of vital importance for either increasing the num-
ber of targets that are accessible to the array or improving the
quality of the images. Once the Þber optic connection to the site
is completed, the SRT will also participate in real-time VLBI ob-
servations (e-VLBI). The availability of three antennas in Italy
facilitates the constitution of a small independent Italian VLBI
network, exploiting a software correlator that is already operat-
ing (DiFX; Deller et al.2007). As soon as it is equipped with the
appropriate receivers, the SRT will also be included in geodetic
VLBI networks. The geographical position and large aperture of
the SRT are of particular interest for high resolution observa-
tions of sources at intermediate declinations, which cannot be
studied well by any of the existing VLBI networks. Such ob-
servations will become possible in the future using the Italian
antennas jointly with the African VLBI Network (AVN), which
is currently under development.

4.2. Gravitational wave detection experiments

The SRT is one of the Þve telescopes of the European Pul-
sar Timing Array (EPTA;Kramer & Champion2013), which
also includes E" elsberg, Jodrell Bank, Nancay, and the Wester-
bork Radio Telescope (WSRT). The EPTA, the North American
Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav;
Hobbs 2013) and the Australian Parkes Pulsar Timing Array
(PPTA; McLaughlin2013) form together the International Pul-
sar Timing Array (IPTA,Manchester & IPTA2013). The com-
mon goal of all these collaborations is the detection of grav-
itational waves (GW) at nanohertz frequencies, such as those
emitted by supermassive black hole binaries or cosmic strings,
using the high precision timing of millisecond pulsars (MSPs).
The frequency range of the GWs detectable with pulsar timing
arrays is complementary to the frequencies detectable by the
current ground-based interferometers, such as LIGO and Virgo,
and by the future space-based interferometer eLISA. Since the
SRT is the southernmost telescope of the EPTA collaboration,
it will allow a better coverage of pulsars with declinations be-
low $20 deg, hence providing a better overlap with the PPTA.
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Thanks to its dual-band L/P receiver, the SRT will be of great
importance in measuring accurate dispersion measure variations,
which are crucial to obtaining high precision pulsar timing data
and searching for signatures of space-time perturbations in pul-
sar timing residuals. The SRT is also part of LEAP (Bassa et al.
2016), an EPTA project that uses the EPTA telescopes in tied-
array mode, performing simultaneous observations of MSPs, and
obtaining in this way a sensitivity equivalent to that of a fully
steerable 200 m dish.

4.3. Pulsar studies

Besides its role in high precision pulsar timing in the context of
the aforementioned multitelescope projects, both for the detec-
tion of GWs and for tests of theories of gravity, the SRT also has
great potential for other types of pulsar studies.

The coaxialL/ P band receiver is a unique instrument for
studyingeclipsing pulsars, which are binary neutron stars whose
radio signals undergo distortions along their orbit as a conse-
quence of the interaction with the plasma released by the com-
panion stars.

The intensity and duration of eclipses at di" erent frequen-
cies, as well as the delays in the times of arrival of the pulses
close to the eclipse in di" erent bands, encode a wealth of infor-
mation about binary pulsars, such as the geometry of the binary
system, the distribution of the plasma poured into the binary,
and the density and temperature of the plasma. From the mea-
surement of these parameters, one can, for instance, constrain
the timescale for the complete ablation of the companion, and
thus support or contrast the hypothesis that these systems will
give birth to isolated MSPs. In addition, such observations when
coupled with radio timing, which provides a description of the
spin and orbital evolution of the pulsar, allow us to determine
the amount of angular momentum loss per unit mass; this is a
fundamental quantity for predicting the long-term orbital evolu-
tion of these binaries.

A simultaneous dual-frequency study is also fundamen-
tal for clarifying the physical mechanisms underlying the
eclipses, for which several competing models have been
proposed (e.g.,Phinney et al.1988; Rasio et al.1989, 1991;
Stappers et al.2001; Gedalin & Eichler1993; Thompson et al.
1994; Khechinashvili et al.2000).

The SRT can also be used for surveying the sky in the search
for new pulsars: its high-frequency receivers (such as theK-band
multi-feed receiver) will be used for targeted searches of the
Galactic center, where the discovery of even a small number of
objects that are gravitationally bound to the central black hole
would be of paramount importance. Larger scale surveys, aimed
at increasing the pulsar population for statistical purposes, and
Þnding new peculiar pulsars that will be useful for precision pul-
sar timing experiments, are better suited for the lower frequency
receivers of SRT. Besides the single-beamL/ P band receiver,
the multi-feedS-band receiver, which is currently under devel-
opment (see Sect.2), will be used to search for both new pulsars
and fast radio transients (see below).

4.4. The transient sky

The SRT can play an important role, either as a single dish or as
a sensitive element of VLBI networks, in studying the transient
sky. High-frequency receivers will allow us to conduct (high
spatial resolution) follow-up observations and monitoring ex-
periments of active galactic nuclei (AGN), gamma ray bursts

(GRB), soft gamma ray repeaters (SGR), and other transient
events, in connection with high-energy experiments (e.g.,Fermi,
MAGIC, and CTA). The Italian astronomical community is very
active in this research Þeld. A ToO program has been estab-
lished at the SRT since 2013. Agreements have been signed in
the framework of international collaborations for the purpose of
following up transient events, including fast radio bursts (FRB)
and GW detections.

4.4.1. Fast radio transients

The transient radio sky at very short timescales (milliseconds)
has only recently begun to be systematically explored. Searches
for single dedispersed radio pulses of short duration in re-
cent years has led to the discovery of two peculiar types of
sources: rotating radio transients (RRATs;McLaughlin et al.
2006), which are rotational-powered neutron stars that, for rea-
sons yet to be clariÞed, emit only sporadic single radio pulses
and, more recently, FRBs, which constitute a very intriguing
class of still-mysterious short-duration radio signals whose dis-
persion measure allows us to likely place them at cosmological
distances (Thornton et al.2013; Chatterjee et al.2017).

Finding more FRBs is of paramount importance for clari-
fying their nature and exploiting them as cosmological probes.
Every observation made at the SRT with the DFB, SARDARA,
or the LEAP ROACH backends can be simultaneously searched
for FRBs in real time, allowing us to trigger observations at other
wavelengths and to pinpoint the source that is responsible for the
emission of these very peculiar systems. Following up on newly
discovered FRBs is also of great interest, since it can allow us
to determine whether these sources, or a subclass of them, are
repeating (e.g., FRB121102;Spitler et al.2016), or if they are
single signals from disruptive events.

4.4.2. Electromagnetic counterparts of gravitational waves

The detection of GWs by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration in 2015
(Abbott et al. 2016) has been a milestone discovery and has
made a direct test of one of the key predictions of general rela-
tivity possible. Future prospects are even more exciting: GWs do
not experience some of the limitations a" ecting electromagnetic
waves, such as the absorption and distortion of the signal along
the path from the source to the observer. Hence, GWs are unique
messengers for the physical processes occurring in the often un-
accessible inner regions of the emitters, provided their electro-
magnetic counterpart(s) are identiÞed. In this context, the SRT
can play a relevant role as part of a large multiwavelength pro-
gram (established through a formal agreement), which is aimed
at securely identifying and following up electromagnetic coun-
terparts of GW events.

4.4.3. X-ray binaries

Radio observations are particularly important for studying accre-
tion. The radio emission in accreting systems is dominated by
the synchrotron self-Compton emission from a jet that produces
a continuum spectrum extending from radio to X-ray wave-
lengths. A correlation between X-ray and radio luminosities is
observed in accreting black holes with masses spanning more
than 6 orders of magnitude (Merloni et al.2003). X-ray monitor-
ing campaigns of stellar-mass black hole binaries show a variety
of spectral states corresponding to di" erent accretion regimes
on timescales of a few months. Simultaneous X-ray and radio
campaigns have highlighted corresponding changes in jet power
and conÞguration, ranging from steady and weak to compact and
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powerful jets (Fender & Gallo2014). This multiepoch, multi-
wavelength approach allows us to investigate the conditions that
lead to the formation of jets, whose origin is still unclear.

Only very large-aperture telescopes, such as the SRT, have
the sensitivity required to detect faint (mJy) radio emission from
jets on the short variability timescales of these kinds of objects
(likely on the order of minutes or seconds, or even less). In addi-
tion, the frequency agility implemented at the SRT allows fast
switching from one observing frequency to another, which is
crucial to constraining the intrinsic radio spectrum on timescales
relevant to variability, including time-dependent departures from
the typical ßat slope of radio jets.

4.5. High-frequency Galactic and extragalactic surveys

Owing to its active surface, the SRT can operate with high e! -
ciency at high radio frequencies. The combination of relatively
smaller aperture (64 m) and availability of multi-feed receivers
makes the SRT a fast mapping machine. The SRT can reach 10&
larger mapping speeds than its main competitors (the E" elsberg
and Green Bank telescopes, 100 m), and can therefore play a ma-
jor role in conducting wide-area surveys of the sky in a frequency
range (20Ð90 GHz) that is poorly explored, yet very interesting.
Spectroscopic surveys will in particular beneÞt from the shaped
Gregorian optical conÞguration of the SRT, which mitigates the
well-known problem of standing waves14.

The Þrst-light,K-band 7-beam receiver coupled with the
XARCOS spectropolarimeter can be exploited to map (molec-
ular) spectral lines both in the Milky Way and external galax-
ies. In particular, extensive mapping of the ammonia molecule,
in close synergy with existing IR/sub-mm continuum surveys of
the Galactic plane, will provide relevant clues to the physical
conditions of the gas in Galactic star-forming regions. Ammonia
is considered to be a very good tracer of dense prestellar cores
and an excellent thermometer. The spectrometer XARCOS can
simultaneously observe its two main inversion transitions, (1, 1)
and (2,2), at %23.7 GHz, and derive very reliable gas kinetic
temperatures.

In addition to thermal lines, theK-band multi-feed receiver
can be exploited for extensive searches of H2O maser lines in
nearby, spatially-extended galaxies, such as those belonging to
the Local Group. Water masers represent a unique tool for de-
riving, through single-dish and VLBI follow-up monitoring, 3D
motions and distance measurements, ultimately leading to dy-
namical models and total mass estimates of (luminous+ dark)
matter for such galaxies (Brunthaler et al.2005, 2007).

Wide-band multi-feed receivers operating at higher frequen-
cies (40Ð90 GHz) Ð the one operating at 40 GHz (19 feeds) is
currently under development Ð will allow us to uncover the cool
molecular content of the Universe in a crucial cosmic interval
(redshift 0.3Ð2) through mapping of redshifted CO low-J tran-
sitions, and to access unique molecular line transitions in our
own Galaxy. For example, the transitions associated with deuter-
ated molecules (e.g., DCO+(1,0) and N2D+(1,0)) are crucial to
constraining the kinematic and chemical properties of prestellar
cores.

Wide-band total intensity and polarization surveys of the
northern hemisphere at mid and high frequencies will in turn

14 The phenomenon of standing waves is caused by multiple internal
reßections between the primary and secondary mirrors. Standing waves
produce periodic ripples in the observed spectra and are particularly
detrimental to wide-band spectroscopic observations. A shaped Grego-
rian optical conÞguration produces a null Þeld in the region blocked by
the subreßector, thereby signiÞcantly mitigates this phenomenon.

allow us to obtain important information on the ongoing physi-
cal processes in the radio source populations dominating the sky
at such frequencies. Even more importantly, these sources also
play a vital role in the interpretation of temperature and polar-
ization maps of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The
knowledge of their positions and of their (continuum and polar-
ized) ßux densities is crucial to removing their contribution and
to estimating the residual error due to faint and unresolved com-
ponents in CMB maps.

A Þrst pilot radio continuum survey at 20 GHz was suc-
cessfully conducted using the Medicina telescope in the early
stages of the scientiÞc commissioning activities and was mainly
aimed at validating theK-band multi-feed receiver (Righini et al.
2012; Ricci et al.2013). This survey covered the northern sky
at # > +72o, down to a ßux density limit of%100 mJy, and
with an angular resolution (%1.5 arcmin) similar to the Aus-
tralia Telescope 20 GHz survey (AT20G;Murphy et al.2010;
Massardi et al.2011) covering the southern sky. With the multi-
feedS-band receiver that will soon be in operation at the SRT, a
survey similar to the S-PASS (S-band Polarization All-Sky Sur-
vey; Carretti et al.2013), conducted in the southern hemisphere
with Parkes, will become feasible with the SRT.

Finally, wide-band mapping of extended (low-surface bright-
ness) Galactic and extra-galactic sources (e.g., supernova rem-
nants, radio galaxies, nearby spirals) will permit resolved stud-
ies (both in radio continuum and polarization) aimed at a better
understanding of the physics of accretion and star formation pro-
cesses in such sources. Below we provide some examples based
on research Þelds in which the Italian community is very active.

4.5.1. Supernova remnants

Observations of Supernova remnants (SNRs) are a powerful tool
for investigating the later stages of stellar evolution, the prop-
erties of the ambient interstellar medium, the physics of parti-
cle acceleration and shocks, and the origin of Galactic cosmic
rays. The multiwavelength spectrum of SNRs typically feature
synchrotron emission, mostly from radio-emitting electrons, and
high-energy emission arising from bremsstrahlung and inverse
Compton (IC) processes produced by radio electrons interact-
ing with ambient photons, or hadronic emission provided by
$0 mesons decay. The long quest for the Þrm disentanglement
among these two scenarios (leptonic versus hadronic models)
represents one of the most important challenges for the study
of these objects, since they are directly related to cosmic-ray
origin and acceleration models. Multiwavelength data on SNRs
are sparse and no spatially resolved spectra are available in the
5Ð20 GHz range (critical for model assessment), even for the
most studied, brightest objects. Exploitation of the high-Þdelity
imaging capabilities of the SRT will allow us to obtain multifre-
quency, spatially resolved information in this critical frequency
range for complex SNRs. This will help to disentangle the dif-
ferent populations and di" erent spectral behaviors of radio and
gamma-ray-emitting electrons, and to obtain constraints on the
high-energy emission arising from hadrons.

4.5.2. Radio galaxies and diffuse emission in galaxy clusters

The SRT can also make an important contribution to the inves-
tigation of intracluster magnetic Þelds (seeGovoni et al.2017).
Determining the origin of these Þelds and how they evolved over
cosmic times, from their genesis in the primordial Universe up
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to theµG levels observed in nearby galaxy clusters, is one of the
major challenges in modern astronomy.

The most spectacular and direct evidence for the presence
of relativistic particles and magnetic Þelds in galaxy clusters is
given by the observation of di" use radio sources of synchrotron
radiation at the center and in the periphery of these systems (ha-
los and relics; e.g.,Ferrari et al.2008; Feretti et al.2012). Usu-
ally, the analysis of the total intensity and polarimetric properties
of these radio sources are performed with interferometers owing
to their better spatial resolution. Nevertheless, the full extent of
these radio sources cannot be properly recovered by interferome-
ters, especially at frequencies>%1 GHz. This issue is particularly
relevant in the context of radio spectral studies, which play a
crucial role in obtaining insights into the mechanisms produc-
ing halo and relic emission. An incomplete recovering of the
ßux density from extended radio structures could indeed lead
to the derivation of incorrect spectral properties. Sensitive sin-
gle dishes providing reliable measures of large-scale, low sur-
face brightness radio structures are clearly valuable for this Þeld
of research. The SRTL-band andC-band receivers, as well as
the upcoming 7-beamS-band receiver, can all be exploited to
provide such critical information on sizable samples of galaxy
clusters.

Complementary evidence of the presence of intracluster
magnetic Þelds is obtained through polarimetric observations of
powerful and extended radio galaxies. The presence of di" use
magnetized plasma between the observer and a targeted radio
source changes the properties (mainly the polarization angle)
of the incoming polarized emission. From this information, the
magnetic Þeld of the intervening medium can be inferred. Po-
larimetric observations of cluster radio galaxies performed with
the C band, and the multi-feedK-band SRT receivers will al-
low us to determine the magnetic Þeld strength and structure in
galaxy clusters (e.g.,Carilli & Taylor 2002; Murgia et al.2004;
Govoni & Feretti2004; Murgia 2011). Furthermore, by supple-
menting this information with SRT wide-band spectral studies,
it will be possible to make a step forward in our understanding
of the interplay between the intracluster medium and life cycles
of cluster radio galaxies.

4.6. High resolution spectroscopy

The high spectral resolution performance of XARCOS allows
us to derive precise measurements of the line-of-sight (l.o.s) ve-
locities of the emitting gas, which is a fundamental prerequi-
site for a number of studies involving radio line observations.
Among these studies, it is worth mentioning those aimed at plac-
ing stringent limits on fundamental constants as a function of
redshift using measurements of redshifted molecular line transi-
tions (such as the 12 and 48 GHz methanol lines at redshift%1,
observable atC andK bands respectively; seeBagdonaite et al.
2013; Kanekar et al.2015), or at deriving black-hole masses and
host-galaxy distances through single-dish monitoring (and VLBI
follow-ups) of 22 GHz water maser features in AGN accretion
disks (see, e.g.,Reid et al.2013, and references therein). Spec-
tral resolutions down to tens of m/s or better (at 22 GHz) are
indeed crucial for the aforementioned studies, as they allow us
to disentangle narrow line features and to signiÞcantly reduce
velocity measurement uncertainties.

As outlined in Sect.2, in addition to providing narrowband
high spectral resolution performance in one band, XARCOS si-
multaneously o" ers other three bands at progressively increas-
ing bandwidth (and decreasing spectral resolution). This makes

XARCOS a versatile backend that is able to address a variety of
spectroscopic applications.

4.7. Space applications

The SRT will be involved in planetary radar astronomy and space
missions (Tofani et al.2008; Grue" et al.2004), under an agree-
ment signed by INAF and ASI, which regulates the use of the
instrument for space applications. A detailed plan of the activ-
ities involving the SRT is under development. In addition, the
SRT is involved in a Space Awareness program that is aimed at
monitoring space debris.

5. Telescope performance

In this section, we report on the results of extensive on-sky char-
acterization of three main telescope speciÞcations: pointing ac-
curacy, primary beam response, and gain. These tests provide
crucial information in view of a full assessment of the telescope
scientiÞc capabilities, as described in the following sections.

5.1. Telescope pointing

In order to test the stability of the telescope pointing, observ-
ing campaigns of radio sources selected from the Green Bank
Telescope (GBT) pointing calibrator catalog15 were performed
as part of the observatory activities (see Sect.3).

A description of the main parameters of the catalog is re-
ported inCondon(2009). From the main catalog, we extracted
only those sources labeled as Gold Standard sources. These
sources satisfy three criteria (Condon2009): i) 7mm ßux den-
sitiesS ' 0.4 mJy; ii) accurate core positions measured by long-
baseline interferometers; and iii) unresolved source at GBT res-
olution. The resulting catalog of Gold Standard sources includes
570 entries. Ten sources routinely observed for pointing calibra-
tion purposes at the E" elsberg 100 m radio telescope and/or at
the Medicina 32 m radio telescope, which were not present in
the GBT Gold Standard catalog, were added to the list. The Þ-
nal catalog of putative pointing calibrators for the SRT thus lists
580 sources (seeTarchi et al.2013). All 580 targets and a subset
of 260 were selected as suitable pointing calibrators for theK
andC bands, respectively. This selection was based on the max-
imum telescope beam width for which each calibrator can be
used. This information is catalogued, and accounts for possible
confusion by nearby discrete sources or extended radio structure.
We note that because of this selection, only 24 sources turned out
to be suitable calibrator candidates forL-band observations with
the SRT.

The calibrators were observed with the TP backend in az-
imuth/elevation (Az/El) double cross-scans in order to determine
a) the source centroid o" set with respect to the commanded po-
sition and b) the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
source Þtted proÞles, to verify whether the targets are point-
like with respect to the SRT HPBW. The observations were per-
formed at central observing frequencies of 7.24 and 21.1 GHz
for theC andK bands, respectively, with e" ective bandwidths of
680 MHz and 2 GHz, respectively. At these frequencies, the tele-
scope beam sizes areHPBW%157 and%52 arcsec (see Sect.2).
The observing frequency and bandwidth atC band were chosen
so as to avoid strong RFI (see Fig. 7 inBolli et al. 2015).

15 We used the new PCCALS4.7 version, kindly provided to us by J.
Condon.
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Table 3.Statistics of the positional o" set and source FWHM for candi-
date pointing calibrators.

Band Type Mean Nscans
(arcsec)

C Az o" set 8.0 ± 0.4 353
El o" set $6.5 ± 0.5 379
Az FWHM 155.4 ± 0.7 353
El FWHM 157.2 ± 0.6 379

K Az o" set $5.2 ± 0.4 936
El o" set $2.3 ± 0.3 940
Az FWHM 52.3 ± 0.1 936
El FWHM 51.4 ± 0.2 940

At C band, the cross-scans were performed at a speed of
vscan = 2 deg/min over a span of 0.4 deg with a sampling rate of
25 Hz and an integration time per sample of 40 ms. AtK band,
the speed wasvscan = 1 deg/min over a span of 0.25 deg, with a
sampling rate of 50 Hz and an integration time of 20 ms.C-band
observations were organized in seven runs spanning from the be-
ginning of April 2014 to the end of August 2014. We were able
to acquire enough data for 200 out of 260 targets over the full
24-h range in right ascension (RA) and the full declination range
(Dec> $40 deg) of the catalog.K-band observations were car-
ried out in Þve blocks: April and August 2014, April, May, and
December 2015. For 79% of the targets (456 out of 580), good
data were obtained for the entire RA and Dec ranges.

After an accurate ßagging of the cross-scan Þles, the source
parameters (ßux density, positional o" set, and FWHM) were
measured for each target and for each observing run. The av-
erage values of the source FWHM and positional o" sets along
the elevation and azimuth axes are reported in Table3. The last
column reports the total number of scans on which the measure-
ments are based. All targets were found to be very close to point-
like sources and bright enough to be validated as SRT point-
ing calibrators. The measured average FWHM of the sources are
consistent with the telescope HPBW at the central observing fre-
quency. The o" sets are always found to be within the tolerance
values (<%10% of the HPBW), demonstrating the stability of the
SRT pointing model at least over the time spanned by the obser-
vations. The o" set values atK band can be larger than the mea-
sured residuals of the pointing model (3.5 arcsec; seeBolli et al.
2015) because various atmospheric conditions were sampled by
the observations. The main parameters of all validated calibra-
tors are available inRicci et al.(2016).

Additional calibrator observations conÞrmed these results;
in addition, these observations allowed an estimate of the stabil-
ity of the calibration (Jansky-to-counts) conversion factor over
very long timescales. As an example, Fig.1 shows theC-band
calibration factor ßuctuations for four observing sessions spread
over a 10 month period (September 2014ÐJuly 2015). Each point
on the plot is related to a calibration measurement obtained from
a cross-scan (four passes). The average Jansky-to-counts fac-
tor at 7.2 GHz (bandwidth 680 MHz) is 0.060± 0.002, mean-
ing long-term ßuctuations<5%. The reported calibration fac-
tor ßuctuations mostly depend on weather conditions (opacity
ßuctuations), RFI a" ecting cross-scan measurements, calibrator
ßux density uncertainties, and actual instrumentation gain ßuc-
tuations. In the case of optimal weather conditions and select-
ing very stable calibrators (e.g., 3C 286) observed at>20o eleva-
tions, the calibration factor ßuctuations are below 2%.

Fig. 1.C-band Jansky-to-counts conversion factor as measured for dif-
ferent calibrators in four observing sessions (separated by dashed ver-
tical lines), spread over a 10-month timescale. Di" erent colors cor-
respond to di" erent calibrators, as labeled in the panel. The dashed
horizontal lines indicate the±0.002 rms variations around the aver-
age value of 0.06. For each observing session we report the date of the
observations.

For mapping experiments such as those reported in Sect.7,
it is important to verify whether the pointing accuracy is af-
fected by the scanning speed. The tracking and scanning ac-
curacy of the telescope was veriÞed through OTF scans. Ac-
quisitions consisted in Az/El cross-scans performed at di" erent
scanning speeds, at various elevation positions. Users of the SRT
are requested to indicate a Òsky speedÓ (i.e., the actual scanning
speed measured Òon skyÓ) in the observing schedules. For ele-
vation subscans, such speed corresponds to the speed around the
elevation axis. When scanning along azimuth, on the other hand,
the sky speed translates into azimuth Òaxis speedÓ according to

AzAxisSpeed= SkySpeed/ cos(El). (1)

When performing each subscan, the antenna tracks the source
in both azimuth and elevation, while running along a predeÞned
path on the Òscanning axisÓ. Incremental o" sets are applied to
the scanning axis motion, varying with a constant step within the
deÞned span with respect to the instantaneous source position.
Our data can thus indicate both the tracking (i.e., along the non-
scanning axis) and the scanning accuracies.

This test was performed atK band only, i.e., where the point-
ing accuracy tolerance (<%5 arcsec) is the most stringent. In par-
ticular, we chose to observe in the 24.00Ð24.68 GHz sub-band,
where the SRT beam size (HPBW= 46##) is smaller and both the
RFI and opacity contributions are less prominent with respect to
lower frequencies within theK-band receiver RF range.

The pointing accuracy along the tracking axis turned out to
be stable at the sub-arcsec level for any scanning speed. The po-
sitional o" sets along the scanning axis is in line with the mea-
sured pointing o" sets listed in Table3, and proved to remain tol-
erable for Òaxis speedsÓ up to 20" /min. Deviations from this level
of performance, showing pointing o" sets up to 15##, have been
detected in a limited number of sessions (mainly for the eleva-
tion scans), regardless of the scanning speed. This phenomenon
is likely related to thermal deformations of the telescope struc-
ture, indicating that the implementation of metrology-based cor-
rections might be required, in the case of signiÞcant thermal vari-
ations, even when operating atK band.
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Fig. 2. SRT beam patterns atC-band
(7.24 GHz,left-column panels) andK-band
(right-column panels) respectively. For
K-band we show only the 25.54 GHz
measurement of the central beam.Top:
elevation-averaged beam patterns (normal-
ized to a peak value of 1) obtained by stack-
ing together several OTF scans of bright
point sources taken at di" erent elevations.
The color map has been intentionally satu-
rated to highlight the low intensity features
of the second and third lobes.Bottom: beam
cross-sections along the azimuth and eleva-
tion axes (in dB).

5.2. Detailed characterization of the beam pattern

The SRT beam shape was characterized as part of the technical
commissioning activities (seeBolli et al. 2015), where residual
deformations of the main lobe were measured as a function of
elevation once the SRT optical alignment was optimized and the
active surface was implemented. Here we provide a Þner charac-
terization of the SRT beam shape, and its possible variations as
a function of telescope elevation, by extending the analysis from
the main lobe only to the third lobe (or second side lobe). This
Þner beam characterization is particularly important for high
dynamic range imaging in the presence of bright sources (see
Sect.7.1 for a demonstration). In this case, beam deconvolution
is required, as the lateral lobes of the beam, if poorly known, can
limit the Þnal sensitivity of the image.

In this section, we report on the results obtained atC band
and atK band, where a full characterization of each of the seven
beams was obtained. The beam shapes atC andK bands were
measured through a campaign of OTF scans in all possible co-
ordinate frames (equatorial, horizontal, and Galactic), collecting
a large number of maps along orthogonal axes: RA and Dec,
Azimuth and Elevation, Galactic longitude (GLON) and latitude
(GLAT). We sampled along rotated frames to reduce the arti-
facts related to the odd OTF sampling. The data were acquired
using the TP backend. AtK band, we observed at four di" erent
frequencies, distributed in the 8 GHz frequency range covered
by the K-band receiver (18Ð26 GHz). The seven beams of the
K-band feed array were characterized simultaneously.

Table 4 reports the observational details of theC- and
K-band campaigns. For each target, we list the central frequency

of the observations ("obs); the Þeld of view (FoV), i.e., the region
around the target that was imaged; the mapping speed (vscan); and
the number of scans performed (half for left and half for right
polarizations). The sampling interval and integration time were
always set to 10 ms. The instantaneous bandwidth was always
set to 680 MHz.

For data calibration and analysis, we used the SCUBE data
reduction software (Murgia et al.2016, see Sect.3.3 for a brief
description). The beam pattern was obtained through iterative
wavelet modeling. An increasingly reÞned baseline subtraction
and a Òself-calibrationÓ were applied to remove the residual el-
evation gain variations and pointing o" sets from the individual
OTF scans.

The self-calibrated OTF scans were combined to derive a de-
tailed model of the SRT beam pattern atC andK bands down to
the third lobe (see Fig.2 left column and right column panels, re-
spectively). The elevation-averaged beam patterns (in Jy/beam)
are shown in the top panels. It is evident that we successfully
detected the third lobe of the SRT beam pattern. The bottom pan-
els show two perpendicular beam cuts intercepting the peak. One
is directed along the azimuth axis (upper panel) and the other
along the elevation axis (lower panel).

The expected size of the beam pattern main lobe at 7.24 GHz
is HPBW= 2.6 arcmin. The inner 4# & 4#
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